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The Meaning of Green 

0 NE EVEN I NG IN 1951, so the story goes, a New York 

businessman named Frank McNamara was out dining 

with friends. The check arrived, and McNamara was cha

grined to realize that he had left his wallet at home. That chastening 

experience led him to invent the Diners Club card, which allowed 

members to charge meals at participating restaurants and pay their 

tabs at the end of the month. Apparently he wasn't the only one who'd 

suffered the embarrassment of finding himself cashless: within a year, 

twenty thousand people had signed up for Diners Club cards. The 

card itself was nothing remarkable, just a wallet-sized square of card

board, but "the idea behind it- a third party facilitating a 'buy-now, 

pay-later' process-was revolutionary:• as one history of credit cards 

noted. The concept of money had become attenuated, the line be

tween cash and credit blurred. Money's new identity was lodged in a 

symbolic card that allowed you to pay even when you couldn't flash 

the legal tender. Money had taken on a new kind of plasticity. 

Money would be truly yoked with plastic a few years later, in 1958, 

when American Express introduced tl1e first plastic credit card-yet 

another in the tide of transformative plastic goods that Americans 
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to being practitioners of the evolving science known as green chem
istry. (Green chemistry goals include maldnl! svnthetic chemicals
with as few toxic su . \ le, generating the
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ff you browse the shelves of bioplastic products, you' ll notice that
the most common problem they claim to address is plastic's stub
born durability. "Go ahead, throw it away! No composting required;'
boasts a maker of picnic forks, suggesting that once discarded, they
will simply melt away. Fork gone; problem solved. But advertising,
even the greenest, seldom tells the whole story.

l thought 1 knew what biodegradable meant, but in talking with
experts, I came to realize it's a far more complicated process than my
hazy notion of something just "breaking down:' Tbe term has a pre
cise scientific meaning: biodegradable in this context means that the
polymer molecules can be completely consumed by microorganisms
that turn them back to carbon dioxide, methane, water, and other
natural compounds. "The key word is complete," cautioned Narayan.
It doesn't count as biodegradation if only a portion of the polymer
can be digested.

That distinction is why Narayan has criticized my purportedly
biodegradable Discover card. His studies show that despite the PVC
microbe bait, the micro-critters consume only about 13 percent of the
card; after that, the process plateaus. It's also at the heart of a contro
versy over a rash of plastic bags that are marketed as "oxo-biodegrad
able:' They're made of conventional plastics blended with an additive
that causes them to break up when exposed to the sun. The bags do
quickly crumble, but there's little evidence that the resulting plastic
bits are ever fully consumed by microbes. Instead, critics contend,
they may simply litter the earth with yet more tiny flakes of plastic.

Another complication affecting a product's biodegradability is that
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the process unfolds in different ways, depending on the material, the
setting, and the microbes in residence. A felled tree is eminently bio
degradable. In a steamy rainforest teeming with fungi and microbes,
it could be gobbled up in a matter of months. Yet if it topples in the
hot, diy desert where there are few microorganisms around, it will
petrify long before it can be consumed. And if it sinks to the anaero
bic bottom of a river, it will be preserved for centuries because the
microbes that digest wood need oxygen to do tl1eir work. Plastics are
intrinsically more difficult to break down than wood, but their ca
pacity to biodegrade is a function of a polymer's chemical structure,·
not its starting ingredients. There are fossil-fuel-based plastics tl1at
will biodegrade (often used to make compostable bags and film), and
tl1ere are plant-based plastics that won't.

In principle, both PLA and Mire! are biodegradable. In practice, it
occurs more easily with Mire!. I could take a used Mirel gift card and
toss it into my backyard compost bin, where microbes would digest
it, creating lovely rich dark humus, over the course of a few months.
The same would happen, though at a slower rate, if 1 lost it in the
park, or even ifl dropped it in the ocean. Mirel is just about the only
plastic available today- petro- or plant-based-that will break down
in a marine environment. So while you wouldn't want to build a dock
with it, it couJd be a great material for plastic packaging, especially of
foods and goods designed for sltipboard use. Indeed, the U.S. Navy is
exploring the use of Mi.rel utensils, plates, and cups.

PLA is trickier. It wUI biodegrade, but only under optimal com
posting conditions, which are challenging to achieve on one's own.
Given the so-so state of my backyard compost bin, I suspect that if I
deposited the PLA iTw1es gift card there, it would remain intact for
a good long while. Really mobilizing d1e microbes that can pry apart
PLA's long polymer chains requires a balance of oxygen, moisture,
aeration, and steady temperatures between 120 and 140 degrees - in
short, the sort of conditions most readily found in an industrial com
posting facility. Unfortunatel)� there are only about two hw1dred to
lhree hundred facilities in the country that process consumer food
waste, and far fewer communities that actually collect residential
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food scraps for composting. Most of those are located in California 

and Washington. 

As with any new technology, it takes time for a supporting in

frastructure to develop. NatureWorks hopes that PLA products can 

eventually be chemically recycled, through a chemical process that 

breaks them back down to the starting ingredient, 'lactic acid. But as 

of 2010, there's only one facility in the world capable of doing that. 

At the moment, the plastic is creating a mini-crisis in the recycling 

world, where all is geared to conventional plastics. PLA is increas

ingly used for food packaging, but many consumers don't realize a 

PLA bottle can't go into the recycling bin. "We're freaking out about 

these:' said one executive at San Francisco's Recology as he showed 

me a plastic water bottle made of PLA. The bottle looked exactly like 

one made of PET, yet it could contaminate a batch of PET being re

cycled. While some cup makers have started using green or brown 

logos andJabels to indicate the cups are made of PLA, as of yet there's 

no standard system for differentiating biopolymers. 

The allure of biodegradability is understandable. (Though �t's 

ironic to see it assume the kind of marketing cachet for plastics that 

durability once held. I can't imagine any plastics maker today using 

this ad that ran in the 1980s: "Plastic is forever ... and a lot cheaper 

than diamonds:') Still, the ability to biodegrade is neither a panacea 

for pollution nor the end-of-life solution to all things plastic. 

Consider all the products, like that Discover card, that claim to 

break down in a landfill. It's a myth and a misplaced hope, said Steve 

Mojo; he's the director of the Biodegradable Products Institute, n 

trade group that polices the biopolymers world, cerUfying product$ 

that pass international standards of compostability and biodegrad 

ability. Ideally, nothing shouJd biodegrnde in a landfill, he explained. 

LandfiJJs are engineered to deter that process as much as possible be 

cause it generates greenhouse gases. Yucl-y as it may be to think thul 

our garbage wiJJ outlast us as well as our great-great-grandchildrei:i 1 

that's actually preferable to having it break down and give off meth 

ane, the most potent climate-change gas. Listening to Mojo describe 

how landfills work, I thought about the many biodegradable bags Lh,11 
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are sold for collecting dog poop and thal most people simply throw 

into the trash. These well-intentioned folks may be hoping that by 

their using biodegradable bags rather than regular plastic sacks, their 

pooches' poop will be more likely to decompose. But as with any

thing deposited in a landfill, "it's going to be preserved;' said Mojo. 

"So when [ future·! generations go out and excavate the landfill, they

will know we had a lot of dogs:' 

Where biodegradability makes sense is in products that are asso

ciated with food or organic waste (the s01t that, unlike dog poop, 

can be safely composted), such as disposable plates and cups and 

cutlery, snack packages, and fast-food containers. All are single

use items that aren't often recycled today, especially the ones made 

of film. (Biodegradability would also be useful for the millions of

pounds of agricultural film used by farmers every growing season 

to block weeds from sprouting among crops and that no one has 

found a way to economically recycle.) Making these kinds of prod

ucts out of biodegradable bioplastics not only provides a solution. for 

disposing of the package, it helps encourage the composting of food 

waste-which is a far bigger part of the garbage stream than plastics. 

Americans throw away more than thirty million tons of food waste 

each year, and most winds up in landfills. Zero-waste advocates see 

compostable plastic packaging as a two-for-one solution. 

But is biodegradability the answer to the waste problems posed by 

quasi-cash plastic cards? Maybe. But what about redesigning them 

so that it's easier to load on new credit, allowing a card to be reused? 

That way, fewer new cards wouJd have to be made. As for credit 

cards, why not reduce the frequency with which new cards are is

sued for existing accounts? Or expand on the few paltry card-to-card 

recycling programs that currently exist? Or make the cards out of a 

less toxic plastic than PVC so they can be more easily recycled? That's 

the route some European banks have gone and the one chosen by 

HSBC when it wanted to issue a more earth-friendly credit card for 

its Hong Kong market. Its green card, unveiled in 2008, is made from 

the most recycled plastic, PET. And it's backed by even more tangible 

ecobenefits: digital billing, which cuts down on paper waste, and the 
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bank's pledge that a portion of all spending will be donated to local 

environmental projects. 

Manufacturers have long chosen the plastics for their products on 

the basis of price and functionality But creating a more sustainable 

relationship with plastics will require a new dexterity on our part. It 

will require us to think about the entire life cycle of the products we

create and use. A green plastic that's suitable for one application may 

not be suitable for another when all environmental factors are taken 

into account. Biodegradation may not always be the best answer. 

Consider the recent report in the New York Times that some de

signers of furniture and other housewares are taking pains to make 

sure their products are biodegradable. At one level, that's a laudable 

application of cradle-to-cradle thinking. Montauk Sofa, for instance, 

designed a line of couches in which all the components we.re made 

of organic, nontoxic materials that could biodegrade. As the chief 

executive of the company told the Times, "At first the whole idea was 

to have as little impact on the environment as possible. And then l 

started to thinlc, wouldn't it be great to have no impact? Then it was, 

hey, what if the sofa just disappears when you're done with it?" 

Leaving aside the question of whether that goal is even feasible, 

what does it say about our culture? Is a biodegradable couch a sign 

of a more sustainable mentality? Or is it just a greened-up version of 

the same old shop-and-toss habits? Traditionally, durability and lon

gevity have bestowed additional value-a great-grandparent's walnul 

dresser isn't merely a place to store clothes; with time it becomes a,, 

heirloom, a connection to a past that has been conserved. Buying u 

two-thousand-dollar sofa designed for guilt-free disposal bears an 

uncomfortable resemblance to buying a ninety-nine-cent lighter als() 

designed to be tossed. Wouldn't the lowest-impact sofa be one de 

signed for and purchased with the expectation that it would be safely 

in use for decades? 

Technology has come to define modern life, and we love the idl·a 

of gee-whiz technological fixes, even for the problems technology 

itself has created. Outrage at the Gulf oil spiU is blunted by a fas 

cination with high-tech blowout preventers and other technologkul 
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marvels that promise to rescue us from our m-vn complex creations. 

But the greening of Plasticville will require more than just techno

logical fixes. It also requires us to address the careless, and sometimes 

ravenous, habits of consumption that were enabled by the arrival of 

plastic and plastic money-a condition for which there is surely no 

better symbol. than the maxed-out credit card. 1t means grappling 

with what historian Jeffrey Meikle called our "inflationary culture;' 

one in which we invest ever more of our psychological well-being in 

acquiring thLngs while also considering them of such low value "as 

to encourage their displacement, their disposal, their quick and total 

consumption:' 

What would it be like to turn your back on that culture-or at least 

the part of it involving plastic? I suppose I could have traveled to 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and spent time with an Amish family to find 

out. But instead I just picked up the phone and called Beth Terry, 

a fortysomething part-time accountant in Oakland, California, who 

in 2007 decided to start purging plastic from her life and is writing 

about her experiences on a blog she calls My Plastic-Free Life. 

As Terry tells the story, she was home recuperating from a hyster

ectomy when she heard a radio report about Colin Beavan, a.k.a. No 

Impact Man, a New York resident who had pledged to live as lightly 

as helium for a year. Terry was moved by his story and decided to 

check out his blog. There she grabbed hold of an electronic chain that 

took her first to the (now-defunct) blog ofEnvirowoman, a Canadian 

woman who spent a year eliminating plastic from her life, and then 

to accounts of the plastic vortex, and then to the picture that she said 

changed her life: a photograph of a Laysan albatross carcass stuffed 

with plastic trash. The image tattooed itself onto her brain, forever 

altering her perspective on the world. "That bird was full of things 

that I use: it was bottle caps and toothbrushes and all the littJe pieces 

of plastic;' she said. Looking at the photo, she was struck by how little 

control she had over things once they left her hands. Maybe, she said 

in hindsight, it was recovering from the hysterectomy, realizing she 

would never have children and being open to the idea of taking care 
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We've produced nearly as much plastic in tJ1e last ten years as we 

have in all previous decades put together. We've become used to our 

polymer partners, for better and worse. Today's college graduates 

may not want a career in "Plastics!" any more than Dustin Hoffman 

did, but their lives are going to be defined by the presence of plastics 

to a greater degree than the lives of any previous generation. Plastic 

production is accelerating, plastic goods are spilling out across the 

landscape, a culture of use-and-dispose is being exported to a devel

oping world whose consumption of plastic could, by sOJne estimates, 

catch up to U.S. and European levels in the next forty years. Our an

nual global plastics production, if present trends hold, could reach 

nearly two triJlion pounds by 2050. If it feels like we're choking on 

plastic now, what will it feel like then, when we're consuming nearly 

four times as much? 

We have come a Jong way from the early promise of plastics, a sub

stance we hoped could free us from the limits of the natural world, 

democratize weaJth, inspire the arts, enable us to make of ourselves 

virtually anything we wanted to be. But for all the wrong turns we've 

taken, plastic still holds out that same promise. Especially in a world 

of seven billion souls-and counting-we need plastics more tha11 

ever. \Ne have to remind ourselves that our power to create a sublime 

world resides not in the materials we deploy but in our gift for imagi 

nation, our capacity to create community, our ability to recogni'.l.<.' 

danger and to seek a better way. 

Just as indlviduaJ action is no substitute for the exercise of out 

collective political will, neither can we simply legislate our way lo 

that sustainable, enriching future we know is possible. Remaki11g 

Plasticville into a place where our cbildren and their children and 

tbeir children can safely live will require us to confront assumption!! 

about ourselves and what we need for fulfilling Lives and satisfied 

minds. We don't need to reject material things but to rediscover th11I 

their value may reside less in the quantity ofthings we own and ni. 

with Della's comb - more in the way our materiaJ possessions cou 

nect us to one another and to the planet that is the true source or all 

our wealth. 
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